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Plan for Oregon
What? What do we want to happen? What is our #2 goal?
Create an Oregon State Coalition of Self-Advocacy Groups and Allies.
How?
Kick off the idea for the Coalition at the
Self-Advocacy Summit. Present a
powerpoint with background information
on this Summit, explain coalitions, and
share idea for the Coalition. (Facilitated by
Laurie Powers)
Those interested in creating the Coalition,
figure out the structure, develop a vision
and purpose, and possibly a website and
communication tools for the group.
SAAL work to get non-profit status to
possibly be umbrella group for Coalition

Who?
Jim, Judi, Eddie, Josiah,
Chuck, Teresa

When?
By the
Summit
(date TBD)

SAAL Board help
coordinate meeting for
group to work toward
this.
SAAL Board

TBD

Identify resources to create and develop
the Coalition.

Coalition members

TBD

Hopefully
by end of
year

Plan for Oregon
What? What do we want to happen? What is our #1 goal?
Hold an Oregon State Self-Advocacy Summit to identify areas to work on as a
state.
How?
Who?
When?
Develop and send a letter (from the state
SAAL will draft initially
3 weeks
planning team) to each of the self-advocacy (Eddie, Kristi, Hannah,
groups around the state inviting them to
Judi) and State Team will
participate in a video conference to discuss finalize
interest in a Self-Advocacy Summit.
Make phone calls to self-advocacy groups
Eddie & Hannah
2 weeks
around the state as a follow up to the letter.
after letters
go out
Hold a video conference (using video
Cynthia will schedule and By the end
conference sites around the state) and get
set up.
of May
buy in from self-advocacy groups.
Chuck will facilitate the
video conference.
Summit planning group schedules regular
planning meetings.

Judi, Eddie, Kristi, Jim,
Josiah, Hannah, Robert,
Teresa

At cocktail
hour.

